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ABOUT
THE ARTIST
CHRIS CRAN was recently the
subject of the major exhibition
Chris Cran, Sincerely Yours,
featured by both the National
Gallery of Canada and the Art
Gallery of Alberta. He is known
for his ability to play with
illusion, for manipulating the
perception of the viewer while
exploring, fusing and subverting
traditional artistic genres as well
as contemporary movements, from pop art to abstraction and photorealism.
Now Cran, one of the great forces of contemporary Canadian art and a Fellow of The
Royal Canadian Geographical Society, has produced Explore, a portrait series depicting
some of Canada’s greatest explorers, all of them inextricably linked to the RCGS.
“Chris brings a new awareness to our interaction with images,” says Josée DrouinBrisebois, senior curator of contemporary art for the National Gallery of Canada. “He’s
one of those special people who sees the world and his subjects in a different way, and he
shares that with us — the things we might have been missing.” His contributions to the
contemporary art scene have been enormous, she says, as he has given both his art and, as
a mentor, himself to the artistic community.
Cran, who lives in Calgary, has been a prolific and influential artistic presence in Canada
for decades. A graduate of the Alberta College of Art + Design, where he was an instructor
from the 1990s until 2018, he has helped shape generations of new visual artists. In addition
to the permanent collections of the National Gallery and the AGA, his often satirical and selfreferential works appear in galleries and private collections across Canada and internationally.
The 10 historic figures and living luminaries celebrated in this exhibit have been rendered
by Cran in his iconic “striped” style, which creates an impression that changes depending
on distance and perspective. “I’ve always been fascinated by how crude lines can produce
photographic images,” he says. The aim is to create something in which the viewer is an active
participant — both in terms of meaning and the physicality of moving back and forth.
“Up close in a gallery, these images are abstract; people must shift between the making
and what has been made, the representations of these Society founders and builders.”

JOSEPHELZÉAR BERNIER
(1852–1934)
Acrylic on wood panel
IT WAS SAID that no mariner of his
time knew more about navigating Arctic
waters than Captain Joseph-Elzéar Bernier. And of the more than 100 vessels he
commanded during his storied career, the
most noteworthy was CGS Arctic. As captain of this steam- and sail-powered, oak
and pitch-pine Canadian patrol ship, he
undertook several expeditions in the early
1900s to establish Canadian sovereignty
across the Arctic Archipelago.
Born in L’Islet, Que., to a family of
shipbuilders and sea captains, Bernier
was at sea by age 14. Within three years
his father had trained him to be master
of his own ship — a transport vessel
loaded with timber and set for England — and for the next 25 years Bernier would spend
much of his time transiting the Atlantic, captaining numerous Quebec-built ships on
their maiden voyages to Britain.
Arctic exploration became his obsession, yet despite his dream of becoming the first
to reach the North Pole and to traverse the Northwest Passage on Canada’s behalf, the
government had other plans for Bernier. He was dispatched north for the first time in 1904,
patrolling Hudson Bay and the eastern islands.
On later voyages, numerous shore parties were mounted to raise Canadian flags and
deposit documents in cairns declaring and re-declaring formal possession of islands across
the North. While exploring the westerly region around M’Clure Strait in 1909, Bernier
installed a plaque on Melville Island claiming the entire Arctic Archipelago — all the way
to the North Pole — for Canada. Regardless of whether other governments then recognized
the legitimacy or necessity of this action, it was the first time a “sector” claim had been made
in the polar region, and the approach has since been applied by all Arctic nations.
Bernier became a Fellow of The Royal Canadian Geographical Society in 1930. Suitably,
the Capt. Joseph-Elzéar Bernier Medal is awarded annually to recognize exemplary deeds
that have aided the Society in fulfilling its mandate of making Canada better known to
Canadians and the world.

ARTHUR
PHILEMON COLEMAN
(1852–1939)
Ink on paper
ARTHUR PHILEMON COLEMAN was a
Renaissance man of Canada’s wilderness and
mineral composition: a Rocky Mountain region explorer and mountaineer, backcountry
canoeist and skilled painter, as well as an acclaimed geologist, academic and lecturer. As
fellow explorer Joseph B. Tyrrell once said of
him, “Geology was at once his vocation, his
avocation and his recreation.”
Born in Lachute, Que., to an itinerant
Methodist minister, Coleman moved often
and attended many schools during his youth.
Degrees from Victoria University, in Cobourg,
Ont., and a PhD from the University of Breslau,
in Germany, led to decades of teaching, as a
professor and chair of geology at the University
of Toronto, and surveying, as a geologist for the
Ontario Bureau (later Department) of Mines.
Coleman made eight exploratory trips into the Canadian Rockies between 1884 and
1908. On one expedition he achieved the first recorded ascent of southwest Alberta’s Castle
Mountain; on another he proved that the fabled mounts Hooker and Brown were nowhere
near as high as had long been rumoured. His major publications on geology include The
Canadian Rockies: New and Old Trails and Ice Ages, Recent and Ancient.
Coleman’s research on the traces of the Pleistocene, the last great ice age, helped illuminate a
poorly-understood era and changed our understanding of how this land was shaped. His focus
was on enlightening both academics and the public about Canada’s extraordinary geological
wonders — from the western mountain ranges to the shores of the Great Lakes to northern
Labrador. His work surveying regions such as Ontario’s Nickel Belt and the gold-bearing Rainy
Lake area was essential to the development of the province’s modern mining industries.
Coleman served as president of the Royal Canadian Institute, the Alpine Club of Canada
and the Geological Society of America, and was named an Honorary Vice-President of
the RCGS when it was founded in 1929. Four years later, he received the Victoria Medal
from Britain’s Royal Geographical Society. Banff National Park’s Mount Coleman and the
Coleman Glacier were named in his honour.

JOSEPH
BURR TYRRELL
(1858–1957)
Acrylic on wood panel
KNOWN BEST, perhaps, for his discovery of an Albertosaurus skull and
other fossilized remains in the Badlands of southern Alberta in 1884,
Joseph Burr Tyrrell is one of Canada’s
most esteemed geologists, explorers
and cartographers.
In his nearly two decades with the
Geological Survey of Canada (GSC), the
Ontario native surveyed vast uncharted
tracts of wilderness across the North,
and while leading the Barren Lands
expeditions of 1893 and 1894, made first
contact with the Ihalmiut people of the
Northwest Territories. Tyrrell was a firstclass mineral explorer, having discovered
major and highly productive coal seams
for the GSC around Fernie, B.C., and in
Alberta, and later made his fortune as a
mining consultant in the Klondike Gold
Rush and through silver, cobalt and gold
operations in northern Ontario.
Tyrrell published accounts of his exploration and papers on a wide range of geological
subjects, and was a respected historian, editing the diaries of explorers Samuel Hearne
and David Thompson and other works. He was named the inaugural Honorary President
of The Royal Canadian Geographical Society upon its founding in 1929 and served in the
role for more than a decade, during which time he helped entrench the exploration of
Canada as a priority of the RCGS.
Tyrrell helped uncover a country. In addition to the renowned Royal Tyrrell Museum of
Palaeontology in Drumheller, Alta., a number of Canadian lakes and landforms have been
named for him, most notably the Tyrrell Sea, a massive prehistoric inland sea that covered
Hudson Bay and much of the surrounding regions.

CHARLES
CAMSELL
(1876–1958)
Ink on paper
IT WAS IN Fort Providence, N.W.T., in
1900 that a young Charles Camsell took
his first steps toward becoming one of
Canada’s top geologists and surveyors. He
had already tried his luck in the Yukon
Gold Rush and worked odd jobs in many
Northwest Territories communities, but
Fort Providence was where he met James
Abbott Mackintosh Bell, a Geological
Survey of Canada (GSC) geologist preparing to explore the barrenlands between Great Slave and Great Bear lakes.
Camsell knew the North — he had
been born and raised in the territory. But even more importantly to Bell, Camsell could speak
the Indigenous dialects of the region (he was of Métis descent himself), and he was invited
to join the geological party to assist with communication. The June-to-December expedition
encountered severe weather and delays that strained their supplies (they were ultimately aided
by a group of Tlicho, who gave them food and moccasins and travelled with them), but it
marked the first of several prospecting expeditions on which Bell and Camsell would partner.
By 1904, Camsell had become a GSC geologist himself. His early explorations include some of
the first surveys of the vast Peel River watershed of northern Yukon and Northwest Territories.
He rose through the ranks of the Survey quickly, in 1914 becoming the GSC’s chief
exploration geologist, responsible for the exploration of all unmapped parts of Northern
Canada — an area of more than two million square kilometres. Camsell developed and
implemented methods of fieldwork and exploration for the GSC, pushed for integration of lab
research and created a publishing arm and National Museum collections. He was appointed
deputy minister of mines in 1920 and commissioner of the Northwest Territories in 1936.
Camsell travelled frequently across Arctic and Subarctic Canada, and in the 1950s published
his memoirs, Son of the North. He is best known, however, as the founder of The Royal Canadian
Geographical Society, created in 1929 to champion a deeper knowledge and appreciation of
Canada’s immense geography: “Our purpose,” he said, “is to endeavour to make Canada better
known, not only to Canadians, but to the whole world.” Camsell served as President of the RCGS
for 11 years, during which time he was invested as a Companion of the Order of St. Michael and
St. George by King George V. In 1941, he assumed the role of Honorary President of the RCGS.

ALICE E.
WILSON
(1881–1964)
Acrylic on wood panel
WHEN ALICE E. WILSON
was working as a museum
assistant for the Geological
Survey of Canada (GSC) in
the 1910s and early ’20s, only
men were given cars to help
them carry out fieldwork. She
was told that women did not
belong in the field or behind
the wheel, and was offered a
bicycle. So she bought herself
a Ford Model T and surveyed
the lowlands of the Ottawa
and St. Lawrence rivers
alone — an area of 26,000
square kilometres — by foot,
bicycle and car. Wilson’s road to becoming not only the foremost expert on the geology and
paleontology of this huge region, but also Canada’s first female geologist, was a long one.
Wilson gained a reputation as an intrepid adventurer (she once travelled solo down the
Mackenzie River) and an outstanding scientist even as she struggled to make her way in a
profession that did not welcome ambitious women. It took 10 years of applications for leave to
obtain her PhD before her request was approved, but by 1929, at the age of 49, she had earned
her doctorate at the University of Chicago — in less than half the usual time. It was another
decade before the GSC promoted her to associate geologist, and only after she was made a full
geologist in 1944 would her counterparts refer to her as “Dr. Wilson.” She reached mandatory
retirement age less than two years later, but maintained her office at the GSC.
In the meantime, others had been recognizing her groundbreaking work on the Ottawa
and St. Lawrence valleys, which continued throughout her life. Wilson was one of the first
two women elected as Fellows of The Royal Canadian Geographical Society (in 1930), was
invested in the Order of the British Empire (in 1935), and was the first woman elected
to the fellowship of the Royal Society of Canada (in 1938). After retiring, she continued
publishing academic works as well as a notable children’s book titled The Earth Beneath
Our Feet, worked as a geological consultant, lectured at Carleton University and mentored
a generation of young geologists.

YVES
FORTIER
(1914–2014)
Ink on paper
IN THE SUMMER of 1955,
Yves Fortier, the geologist in
charge of the Geological Survey of Canada’s (GSC) activities
for the entire Arctic Archipelago, led a team of 28 scientists
and support personnel into the
most northerly islands. Called
“Operation Franklin,” the multi
disciplinary expedition systematically studied and mapped more than 260,000 square kilometres of the High Arctic, an
area larger than the United Kingdom, in a single field season. This enormous ground-truthing effort and the transport of equipment, provisions and fuel was, for the first time in
northern research, carried out with the aid of helicopters.
It was the most ambitious expedition yet mounted in Canada’s Arctic, and resulted in so
much data that its review, interpretation and publication took Fortier several years. The new
geological maps and information produced about the structure of the Arctic Islands — of their
potential for oil and other mineral resources — overturned the contemporary understanding
of the region’s economic value.
Born in Quebec City, Fortier had earned degrees from Laval, Queen’s, McGill and
Stanford universities, and had taught mineralogy at Stanford, in California, before joining the
GSC in 1943. His early surveys took him into Quebec’s Appalachians, across the mainland
Northwest Territories and Baffin Island, and in 1950, he and two others became the first to
circumnavigate the Arctic’s Cornwallis Island since Sir John Franklin — except Fortier’s party
did it in a canoe with an outboard motor, creating the first reliable maps of the island.
In terms of fieldwork, however, Operation Franklin was Fortier’s masterpiece. His
remarkable abilities as an explorer, scientist and coordinator did not go unnoticed, and in 1964
he was named the director of the GSC — the first francophone person to hold the position. The
same year, he was awarded the Massey Medal of The Royal Canadian Geographical Society.
Fortier led the GSC through a period of expansion and diversification, until 1973. Besides
Fellowship in the RCGS, he was a founding member of the Geological Association of Canada,
a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada and an Officer of the Order of Canada. In 1974, the
International Mineralogical Association named the mineral “yofortierite,” newly discovered
in Quebec, in his honour.

ISOBEL
MOIRA DUNBAR
(1918–1999)
Ink on paper
ISOBEL MOIRA DUNBAR’S fascination with
Arctic sea ice may have begun with her first job
in Canada — in Ottawa, thousands of kilometres
from the North. While working for the Joint
Intelligence Bureau in 1947, on a visitor’s permit
from the United Kingdom, the Edinburgh-born
researcher was tasked with editing a book of aerial
photographs and descriptions of the Arctic.
A new emphasis on Arctic science and sovereignty had arrived with the post-Second World
War years, and the government was in need of
trained geographers such as Dunbar, who had
earned a degree in the discipline from Oxford University (before pausing for a few years to
work as a professional London stage actor, entertaining armed forces throughout the war).
Her early research in Canada led her to realize that the behaviour and classification of sea ice
and its climatological aspects was a poorly understood, but critical, research area, and she decided that she should be out in the field. After transferring to the Defence Research Board of
Canada in 1952, she started submitting requests to be stationed on a government icebreaker.
Women were not granted such positions at the time. Dunbar’s applications were rejected
until one was eventually passed up to and approved at the deputy minister level, and in 1955,
she became the first woman to travel on a Canadian icebreaker. Dunbar not only continued her
research from these polar ships for many years, but used the same approach to attain permission
to join Royal Canadian Air Force reconnaissance flights into the High Arctic. She logged 560
hours on the Argus ice patrol aircraft, collecting invaluable imagery and data on Arctic ice
formation and movement, and became one of the first women to fly over the North Pole.
Dunbar was an innovator. She was among the first to investigate the use of radar
remote sensing for ice studies, and our standardized sea-ice terminology, interpretation and
classification systems owe much to her pioneering work — which included learning Russian
in order to travel to the U.S.S.R. to study the work of Soviet ice scientists. During her career,
Dunbar co-authored Arctic Canada from the Air, providing many Canadians with their first
glimpse of northern landscapes, published numerous scientific papers and had a major role
in polar science administration. In 1972, she was awarded the Massey Medal of The Royal
Canadian Geographical Society and became a Fellow the following year. She was invested into
the Order of Canada in 1977.

ROBERTA
BONDAR
(1945– )
Acrylic on wood panel
WHEN ROBERTA BONDAR left
Earth in 1992, she became the first
Canadian woman in space, the first
non-American woman to fly on a U.S.
space shuttle and the first neurologist
in orbit. Much of her time aboard the
Space Shuttle Discovery was spent
conducting scientific experiments
designed to help us learn about how
humans react to space flight. In one
experiment, later immortalized in the
Imax movie Destiny in Space, cameras
recorded Bondar’s eye and inner ear
responses to her body spinning in a
chair in microgravity. She was also
able to employ her artistic side, tasked with capturing photos while flying over Canada.
Originally from Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., Bondar had earned four degrees, including
doctorates in neurobiology and medicine, before her 32nd birthday. When she was selected
from thousands of applicants in 1983 for Canada’s space program, she had already worked
as a clinical neurologist, scientific researcher and professional nature photographer. She
was the Canadian Space Agency’s ideal candidate.
It was nine years before she would blast off on Mission STS-42. During her eight days
and 129 Earth-orbits on Discovery, Bondar worked tirelessly in the shuttle’s Spacelab and
on the middeck, probing how astronauts’ nervous systems — as well as life forms such as
bacteria, plant cells, fruit fly and shrimp eggs — respond to microgravity. Her experiments
were critical to the development of longer space missions, such as the six-month stints that
are the current norm for the International Space Station.
Back on Earth, Bondar headed an international space medicine research team at NASA,
finding new connections between recovering from floating in space and neurological
illnesses. She has since published several books of her stunning landscape photography
and founded The Roberta Bondar Foundation, a non-profit that promotes environmental
knowledge and action. She has been awarded the Gold Medal of The Royal Canadian
Geographical Society and in 2017 became one of its Honorary Vice-Presidents.

WADE
DAVIS
(1953– )
Acrylic on wood panel
WADE DAVIS was 20 years
old and a student at Harvard
University working toward
a PhD in ethnobotany (the
study of plant lore and
agricultural customs) when
he set out on his first research
expedition into the Amazon.
He would spend three years
there, gathering more than 6,000 botanical specimens in the South American rainforest and
the far reaches of the Andes, living with 15 different Indigenous groups in eight countries to
study their traditional uses of medicinal and psychoactive plants.
In the decades since, the Vancouver-born, Pointe-Claire, Quebec-raised “plant
explorer” and ethnographer has carried out fieldwork among several Indigenous societies
of Northern Canada, and has documented folk rituals and religious practices and the
world’s biodiversity crisis from Australia and East Africa to Haiti, Mongolia and South
Pacific island nations.
His 17 books include The Serpent and the Rainbow: A Harvard Scientist’s Astonishing
Journey into the Secret Societies of Haitian Voodoo, Zombis, and Magic, and Into the Silence:
The Great War, Mallory, and the Conquest of Everest, which won the prestigious Samuel
Johnson Prize for literary non-fiction in 2012. His photographs and articles have appeared
in hundreds of publications, including Canadian Geographic, National Geographic,
Scientific American, the New York Times and the Globe and Mail. David Suzuki once
described him as “a rare combination of scientist, scholar, poet and passionate defender
of all of life’s diversity.”
Davis has won The Royal Canadian Geographical Society’s Gold and Ondaatje (for
exploration) medals, was made an Honorary Vice-President in 2016, and is an Explorer-inResidence for National Geographic. His mission, he says, has always been to tell the stories
of the world’s Indigenous societies, and in such a way that he might “change the way the
world views and values culture.”

LOUIE
KAMOOKAK
(1959–2018)
Acrylic on wood panel
BORN TO A FAMILY of
prominent Netsilingmiut
Inuit at a seal-hunting camp
on the Boothia Peninsula, in
Nunavut, Louie Kamookak
spent his early childhood travelling the land with his great-grandmother, Hummahuk. She
was the first to teach him the stories of their ancestors, and he was captivated by her
own childhood recollections of graves, tools and other artifacts left or lost by white
explorers along the coasts of King William Island. A few years later, a school lesson
on Sir John Franklin’s lost 1845 expedition added a new dimension to these tales, and
Kamookak’s lifelong ambition to determine the fate and final resting place of these
visitors to his land was born.
Kamookak became one of Canada’s foremost Inuit oral historians and a leading expert
on the Franklin expedition, which had met its untimely end in the vicinity of his home on
King William Island.
He spent countless hours interviewing the Elders of the region, listening to and
committing their stories to memory. He used his knowledge of two cultures — oral
histories repeated by Inuit for generations and historical and anthropological studies of
exploration in the central Arctic — to determine where the stories merged and where
discrepancies lay. Ultimately, his knowledge of the central Arctic region and traditional
accounts aided in the discovery by Parks Canada of the Franklin expedition shipwrecks
HMS Erebus and Terror in 2014 and 2016. Kamookak received The Royal Canadian
Geographical Society’s Lawrence J. Burpee Medal and was made an Honorary VicePresident in recognition of his life’s efforts. Soon after, he was invested as an officer of
both the Order of Nunavut and the Order of Canada.
When not out on the land seeking answers to his many questions, Kamookak worked
with youth in his hometown of Gjoa Haven, where he was a school teacher and a respected
Elder. Until his death, he continued his work preserving, passing on and proving the value
of traditional Inuit knowledge.

QUEEN
ELIZABETH II
(1926– )
Acrylic on wood panel

THE ROYAL CANADIAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY is Canada’s
Centre for Geography and Exploration. Since 1929, the RCGS has supported
important scientific fieldwork and many of the country’s foremost explorers,
a number of whom have been Society Fellows and speakers. Likewise, many
non-Canadians — such as geographer Lord Edward Shackleton, writer and
adventurer Rosita Forbes, actor, author and travel series presenter Michael
Palin, and broadcaster Sir David Attenborough — have been associated with
the RCGS. At the request of then Society Patron Governor General Vincent
Massey, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II conferred royal status upon the
RCGS in 1957.
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